NLPLVCW or NLPLVCN

An attractive way to provide lighting in hallways, kitchens and bathrooms, the NLPLVCW/NLPLVCN is a great security and safety solution for your home. The photoelectric sensor automatically turns the light on when it’s needed, off when it isn’t. LEDs are more efficient than incandescent bulbs, so this light is cost-effective, too.

Convenient

- Photoelectric sensor turns light on in the dark and off in the light automatically

Economical

- LEDs use less energy than incandescent bulbs
- LEDs never need replacing

Safe

- UL listed
- LED is cooler to the touch than a comparable incandescent nightlight
- No glass bulb to break

Before Using Your Nightlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light.
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Designation: Energizer Target Décor “Home Collection” Nightlights
Model: NLPLVCW or NLPLVCN
Color: White or nickel finish
Power Source: AC 120V ~ 60Hz
Lamp: 2 White LEDs
Lamp Life: Lifetime
Typical Weight: 59.2 grams
Dimensions (mm): 56 X 49 X 89